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THERMOSS Project
Building and District Thermal Retrofit and Management Solutions
• € 8 million project (EEB-03-2016)
• Big industrial partners including Bosch, Schneider
Electric, Veolia, Rina Consulting

• Currently at M34 (began Sep 2016, ends Feb 2020)
• Prestigious research partners including CEA, CSTB,
CSEM, Cardiff and Southampton Universities.
• Focus on demonstration of gas-based technologies at
dwelling level and improve control on the district heating.

• Demo sites in Spain, Latvia and the United Kingdom.
• Website: https://thermoss.eu/

Main ObjecUve
Wider deployment of gas-source technologies
THERMOSS aims to produce an outstanding contribution to the
wider deployment of advanced building heating and cooling
technologies in the EU, with a view to significantly enhance energy
efficiency of residential buildings and to facilitate their connection
to district heating and cooling networks.
Technologies used:
v Solid oxide mCHP (SOLIDPower BLUEGEN)
v Gas Absorption Heat Pumps (ROBUR and BOSCH)
v Electric and Hybrid Heat Pumps (BOSCH)
v 1-way heat exchanger (BOSCH)
v 2-way heat exchanger (CEA-INES)
v Solar thermal (BOSCH)

Second Objective
Ensure an efficient match between supply and demand
Ensure an efficient match between supply
and demand of energy. This will be, first,
achieved through real-time management of
thermal energy at building level, then scaled
up to district level for DHC connected
buildings.
The picture shows the general THERMOSS
Communication infrastructure.

Third Objective
30% energy consumption reduction
Demo site

Increase the efficiency of residential building thermal
retrofitting, with a target of 30% energy consumption
reduction, by providing a set of optimised technology
packages for building heating and cooling. Packages will
cover both district connected and non-district connected
buildings.
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THERMOSS
Final Solutions
From SOLIDPOWER
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Ongoing development
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Urberoa (Spain)

Previous
demo site
Technologies to be installed
Technologies already in place
and
as part of THERMOSS
technology
Project

3 X TP#4
2 X TP#3

Hale Court (UK)

4 x TP#4
4 x TP#3

International way
(UK)

baseline
monitoring
only

Riga (Latvia)

2 X TP#1
1 X TP#2
1 X TP#3

•
•
•
•

Gas CHP at district level
1 x TP#3 (Sub.1 serves 5 multiBiomass
units buildings with 62 dwelling)
Gas boilers
1 x TP#4 (Sub 4. serves 9
Big
heat
exchangers buildings with 97 apartments.)
(substations)
88 m2 Solar thermal

•

2 old water heaters in the
South Block (49 apartments)
2 new water heaters in the
North block (30 apartments)

•

Newly installed condensing gas boiler
(central plant)
•

Gas-boilers in the 4 houses

3 x TP#2 (South Plant, for 49
dwellings)

8 x TP#5 (for 8 dwellings)
2 X TP#1 (for 2 houses)
1 X TP#2 (for 1 house)
1 X TP#3 (for 1 house)

Centralised systems
4 DETACHED HOUSES, LATVIA, RIGA
Overview. Demonstration in Riga takes place in four single-family
houses located in Imanta neighbourhood. The four two-storey
dwellings range in age, with the oldest built in 1910 and the newest in
2013. Average heated space for each is 200 m2. While the houses are
not connected to a district heating network, they gas connections and
employ individual gas-based heating.
Impacts. The heating season in Latvia, being located in the Northern
part of Europe, lasts for seven months, leading to high overall
consumption of thermal energy. The main task within THERMOSS
project is to increase the energy efficiency of detached residential
buildings not connected to the district heating network by retrofitting
them with innovative, more efficient heating technologies instead of
the previously used conventional gas boilers and applying an optimised
control strategy for the new equipment to reduce the overall energy
consumption and the carbon footprint.

It is expected that the total savings of natural
gas used for heating across the four demo
sites could total up to 42 349 kWh annually,
thereby reducing CO2 emissions by 8.5
tonnes per year.

*Where TP1 = mCHP, TP2 = GAHP, TP3 = HHP

Optimisation at building level
4 DETACHED HOUSES, LATVIA, RIGA
“The selected approach identifies the required thermal
needs of a building based on the information obtained
by smart thermostatic valves, which supply information
on usage parameters from each and every radiator in a
building in a continuous manner. This information is
then used by a central unit in the building to optimise
operation of the thermal generator. “
From: D4.1 - Building management algorithm
description and validation

NEWS ABOUT THE LATVIAN DEMO SITE!
h_ps://thermoss.eu/bringing-new-technologies-to-latvian-houses/

De-centralised systems
TOWER BUILDING, SOUTHAMPTON, UK
Overview. International Way is a residential social
housing complex located in the city of Southampton,
under an oceanic climate. It consists of a group of five
tower blocks (100 flats each) of identical construction and
layout recently retrofitted to BREEAM Excellent
standards. Heat for space heating and hot water is
delivered through a high temperature wet network from
gas boilers to substations in each flat. The heat network in
one of the towers will be retrofitted at the substation
level.
Impact. Replacement of Heat Interface Units in one entire
floor (8 dwellings) in one tower (104 dwellings). The
installation, combined with monitoring of dwelling energy
usage & network temperature, will allow evaluating the
impact of the equipment in the heating network,
particularly in the operation of the boilers and gas usage.

Upgrade in the heating network, specifically replacement of Heat
Interface Units. The technology package deployed is Worcester
Greenstar Heat Interface Unit (HIU) – ENHANCED WITH M2M
COMMUNICATION GATEWAY, which have a lower return
temperature than the existing units. The equipment deployed:
i) maximises the efficiency of the primary heat sources due to
their low return temperature,
ii) Additionally, a lower return temperature will contribute to
diminishing heat losses throughout the building.
The retrofit activity does not take place at the generator but is
itself an optimisation of the heat transfer at building level

De-centralised systems
MULTI-APARTMENT BUILDING, PORTSMOUTH, UK
Overview. Built in 1984, Hale Court is a care home that houses elderly
residents. It comprises 80 flats divided in two blocks; each block has
independent heat and hot water networks with high-temperature wet
central heating systems served by gas boilers. The heat network will be
retrofitted at both the generation & end use control level to
incorporate THERMOSS smart heating technologies.
Impact. The heating system will be upgraded to incorporate: (a) Gas
Absorption Heat Pumps for the provision of heating and hot water in
one block and (b) Smart Thermostatic Valves in all the radiators in both
blocks with a control system that allows remote management of the
valves. Additionally, monitoring sensors are deployed to control the
operation of the heating system and record indoor conditions in flats
(temperature, humidity, thermal comfort surveying). The combination
of these technologies is expected to significantly reduce the gas
demand of the building whilst serving residents’ thermal needs.

(a) Gas AbsorpXon Heat Pumps, GHP AWO 38 ,
three units cascade (b) Smart ThermostaXc
Valves , HORA SmartDrive MX

Optimisation of de-centralised systems
MULTI-APARTMENT BUILDING, PORTSMOUTH, UK

“The control strategy is simple but effective.
The idea beneath is to maintain the emitter
control valve fully opened as long as possible
by progressively reducing its input
temperature.”

From: D4.1 - Building management algorithm
description and validation

Block diagram of the SMART control strategy.

Optimisation of de-centralised systems
MULTI-APARTMENT BUILDING, PORTSMOUTH, UK

StarTng from the energy balance equaTon for an emiUer we determine two propor&onal–integral–
deriva&ve controllers (PID controller. or three-term controller):
PIDa = which controls the opening of a proporTonal valve regulaTng the volume ﬂow 𝑚̇ of hot water
from the HydroLoop supply to the associated emiUer,
And,
PIDb= which deﬁnes the output temperature of each of the 3-way valve which is also the inlet
temperature 𝑇𝑤,𝑖n of the corresponding emiUer.

Optimisation of de-centralised systems
MULTI-APARTMENT BUILDING, PORTSMOUTH, UK

“The command signals of PIDa are sent to a decisional block. If the command signals computed by
PIDa is within the saturaTon interval it is said that PIDa ‘normally operates’. In this situaTon, the goal
of PIDb is to lower the 3-way-valve output temperature, so that PIDa is forced to open the
proporTonal valve, i.e. increase 𝑚̇, to guarantee the same thermal output 𝑄ℎ
̇ 𝑒at with a lower emiUer
input temperature. “

From: D4.1 - Building management algorithm descripXon and validaXon

District Heating Network
MULTI-APARTMENT BUILDINGS , SAN SEBASTIAN, SPAIN
Overview. Built in 1985, the residential Urberoa district heating
network connects 65 buildings (570 apartments). The high-temperature
(70 - 90 °C) main ring comprises seven substations, two of which
(Substation 1 and Substation 4) will be retrofitted with renewables
technologies.
Impact. Solar thermal panels: In Substation 1, the panels and the heat
pump are installed in series on the return of the DHW (Domestic Hot
Water). The panels operate when there is solar radiation, and the heat
pump when it is more economical than using gas. The thermal energy
from both sources is stored in two 2500 L tanks.
Decentralised heat pump: As there is a need to increase the ring heat
transmission to reach the remote areas of the complex, it is proposed
to install two of the THERMOSS technologies at the local substations:
the air source electric heat pump in Substation 4 and the hybrid electric
heat pump in Substation 1. These will preheat the water, increasing the
heat exchanger efficiency.

32 tonnes of CO2 emissions could be
annually reduced by installing an Electric
Heat Pump and the Hybrid Heat Pump in
comparison with the current system of the
demo site.

District Heating Network
MULTI-APARTMENT BUILDINGS , SAN SEBASTIAN, SPAIN
Substation 1: Technology packages connected to DHW return for preheating

Storage tanks
Hybrid heat pump
(TP3)

Solar
panels

District Heating Network
MULTI-APARTMENT BUILDINGS , SAN SEBASTIAN, SPAIN
SubstaIon 4: Technology package connected to DHW return for preheaIng

Air source electric heat
pump (TP4)

Distributed energy management strategy for heating and
cooling district management
MULTI-APARTMENT BUILDINGS , SAN SEBASTIAN, SPAIN
Advantages of the decentralised approach:
üPrivacy. Users’ private data stay in their own
premises.
üScalability. The original global optimisation problem
is decomposed into smaller subproblems which can
be solved much easier and in parallel by different
agents.
üAutonomy. Each device schedules its own profile
based on its economical and comfort preferences.
Decentralized solution based on the CEA multi-agent
optimisation platform

Each agent represents either
a consumer or a producer

Distributed energy management strategy for heaUng and
cooling district management
MULTI-APARTMENT BUILDINGS , SAN SEBASTIAN, SPAIN
Preliminary management results based on interaction
with a Urberoa simulation (Dimosim) model

Different Multi-Agent System (MAS) strategies
compared to centralized (reference) management
MAS strategies perform better than the reference
strategy (the key : consumption flexibility is better
managed by MAS)
MAS strategies improve comfort while reducing by
more than 50% the consumed energy

District Heating Network
PROTOTYPE DEVELOPMENT OF A TWO-WAY SUBSTATION
1) Definition of a two ways
substation specifications
2a) Modelling of the selected
configuration (thermo-hydraulic
and control)
2b) Simulations in a wide range
of operating conditions
3) Development and
Manufacturing of the two ways
substation prototype

Operating Principles
- If Consumption > Solar
à Solar Energy +
Network used for
consumer
- If Solar > Consumption
à Part of Solar Energy
used for Consumption +
Rest sent to Network

Sensitivity Analysis
à SWC2019 conference

District Heating Network
PROTOTYPE DEVELOPMENT OF A TWO-WAY SUBSTATION
1) Definition of a two ways
substation specifications
2a) Modelling of the selected
configuration (thermo-hydraulic
and control)
2b) Simulations in a wide range of
operating conditions
3) Development and
Manufacturing of the two ways
substation prototype

Towards commercialisation…
Energy System Upgrades, UK, Spain and Latvia

In collaboraUon with leading heaUng and cooling technology
manufacturers, Exergy is developing innovaUve methods and tools
to eﬀecUvely match energy supply with energy demand through
real-Ume management of thermal energy at building and
community level.
InnovaUve technologies are being designed and tested within
several diﬀerent communiUes in Europe:

•

High eﬃciency air-source heat pumps

•

Micro CHP Fuel Cells

•

High eﬃciency solar energy systems

•

District HeaUng and Cooling control systems

Annual operation costs reduced by 39%
Carbon emissions reduced by 32%
Energy efficiency improved by 38%

Scientific materials
THERMOSS Project open access databases

• Deliverables database
https://thermoss.eu/download/deliverables/
• Conference and Journal articles database
https://thermoss.eu/download/papers/
• Project news and social media articles
https://thermoss.eu/newsevents/

Website:
https://thermoss.eu
Facebook:
https://fb.com/thermossproject/
Linkedin:
https://www.linkedin.com/compan
y/thermoss-project
Twitter:
@ThermossEu

Count on us to support your sustainability decisions all the way from
engineering planning to commissioning
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prosperous and sustainable
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